identifikation
Authentication for reordering keys
and cylinders via app!

BKS locking systems offer individual tailor-made solutions.
They are manufactured according to exacting quality
standards. Opting for a BKS master key system, you choose
outstanding quality of function and design. Countless patents
and certificates testify to the innovative prowess of all BKS
products. They give you flexible design options, also when
retrofitting in existing buildings.

BKS GmbH
Heidestr. 71
42549 Velbert
Germany
Tel. + 49 (0) 20 51 20 1-0
Fax + 49 (0) 20 51 20 1-9733

www.g-u.com
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Germany
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BKS GmbH, a member of the Gretsch-Unitas group, stands for
more than 100 years of experience in the development and
manufacturing high quality locking systems. Ever since the
round cylinder was developed in 1938, BKS GmbH has been,
and still remains today, a market leader in the field of locking
technology and security.
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Security has a name,
or to be more precise, a brand – BKS

MORE SECURITY

„	

Your security specialist dealer

Everything
Hier
steht der
about
Titel
locking
systems
Der
Untertitel
steht hier
BKS mechanical cylinder systems

Whenever convenience,
protection and flexibility are called for, BKS
has the right system or
appropriate combination
of several systems.
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Reversible key systems

Conventional systems

Maximum security for the highest demands


Dimple technology



Modular cylinder construction

Versatile with state-of-the-art technology


More security thanks to copy protection features



Versatile application

High convenience in every application range


Patented profile series



Key duplication protection
due to innovative channel for slider

Proven strength for more security


Various equipment and designs



High flexibility

PZ 88
Compact standard cylinder

Small and flexible for optimum protection


Greater convenience for easy opening



Paracentric key profile



Protection against bumping as standard



Engraved key coding

A cylinder system for every requirement
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